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WHAT’S NEW WITH RIGHTSLINK AUTHOR   

We are pleased to announce RightsLink Author’s Release 19 (R19), available on 8 June 2019. 

 

RightsLink Author: Release 19 (R19) Goals 

RightsLink Author’s R19 includes a variety of enhancements and new features developed in response 
to market shifts, customer requests, and our ongoing efforts to maintain technical excellence. We 
continue to focus on iterative improvements to our Open Access Agreement Manager and 
developments that will further enable the module to support transformative agreements and variant 
publisher, institution, and funder requirements. Specific updates include the following:  

 

Confidently ensure verification of author eligibility with multi-affiliation authentication  

We heard your feedback about wanting to have multiple factors for verifying author eligibility for 
funding. This release will enable you to set up a special billing profile that requires a manuscript match 
based on one or more affiliations or affiliation identifiers. These could be a combination of Ringgold 
IDs, email domains, and Other IDs.  

 

Obtain and leverage tax information from our external API 
We will start storing additional information passed to us from our tax calculation service (Avalara) on 
each transaction. We have used this information to apply the correct tax amounts to the order, but 
now we will also expose the data via the RightsLink Author API.   
 

Effectively tie manuscripts and transactions into finance reporting methods 

A new, optional field in the “Journals” section of our “Manage Configurations” tab in the Publisher 
Portal has been added. This field can be used for a variety of purposes including to associate journals 
with special finance codes. 
 

Enhanced Transaction Summary Report 
A variety of additions and enhancements have been made to our transaction summary report to 
provide even more data about transaction history.  
 

Customize “No Charges Selected” Message  
It was brought to our attention that this message was not customizable in our UI Custom Text 
functionality, but it would be useful if it were.  

Questions? Contact Shannon Reville at sreville@copyright.com or your 
Account Manager. 

mailto:sreville@copyright.com
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OA AGREEMENT MANAGER ENHANCEMENTS 

Significant Expansion to Organization Affiliation Capabilities 
 

When the OA Agreement Manager was first released, manuscripts could be matched to special billing 
profiles for funding eligibility based on Ringgold IDs or Other IDs passed in manuscript metadata. In 
March of this year we expanded this to include author email domains—so a manuscript could be 
identified as a match to a profile when the author’s email domain matched that of the institution.  

 
Since passing consistent and accurate identifiers can be a challenge and some publishers want to have 
multiple factors for verifying author eligibility, the June release will enable you to set up a special 
billing profile that requires a manuscript match based on one or more affiliations. These affiliations 
could be a combination of Ringgold IDs, email domains, and Other IDs.  

 
Currently, the organization or affiliation identifier section of a Special Billing Profile allows you to 
specify a single type of identifier. In June, when we enable you to specify multiple identifiers, the 
organization and funder section of the page will look and function quite differently. The following 
screenshots demonstrate how the new page will build as you make selections.  

 
Step 1 - Name the Institution  
When you arrive at this new section of the profile page, you will start by naming the institution or 
group of institutions you’re working with. For example, if you are working with the Finnish Consortium, 
you might enter “FINELIB Consortium” here. Please note: This field will be added to future report 
enhancements. 
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Step 2 - Choose an Institution Identifier  
After naming the institution or group of institutions included in the profile—you will select the type of 
identifier to pass in the manuscript metadata to identify authors from the institution: 

 
 

The Ringgold ID search and select functionality will operate just as it has previously, and you can add 
multiple Ringgold IDs under a single profile, as before: 

 
After selecting the first ID type, if there are no other institutions or IDs needed for this agreement, you 
can stop here and proceed with the rest of the profile.  

 
Step 3 - Add More Identifiers & Define Relationships (if applicable) 
If you would like to incorporate multiple types of IDs to verify author affiliation with this institution, 
you will specify the next type of identifier and enter the corresponding ID or email domain(s). 
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What does the OR / AND relationship mean? 

When adding another type of identifier, users will also have to specify what “relationship” these ID 
types have with one another: OR or AND. This toggle is incredibly important when setting up 
agreements with multiple identifier types—simply put, it will lead either to more manuscript matches, 
or more valid manuscript matches. 

 
More Matches: OR 
If you choose the OR relationship, any manuscript that comes through to our system, and meets all 
other criteria, will match to the profile if it includes the first ID OR the second ID. This allows you to 
enable more manuscript matches to the agreement in the event your metadata is inconsistent. For 
example, publishers may use this feature to identify authors by their email domains in the event a 
proper affiliation ID is not present in the metadata: Ringgold ID OR Author Email Domain. 

More Valid Matches: AND 
If you choose the AND relationship, any manuscript that comes through to our system, and meets all 
other criteria, will match to the profile only if it includes both the first ID AND the second ID. This allows 
you verify your author’s identity and affiliation with the institution. For example, publishers may use 
this feature if their agreement terms require them to check both the affiliation ID and university email 
domain before offering this agreement as a funding option: Ringgold ID AND Author Email Domain. 

 

You can have a profile match against one ID, multiple IDs, or a combination of IDs and ID types in your 
manuscript metadata for each institution you add to the profile.  Scenarios include: 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs 

• One or multiple email domains 

• One or multiple other IDS (could be grid, a homegrown ID, etc.) 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs AND one or multiple email domains (i.e. double validation) 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs OR one or multiple email domains 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs AND one or multiple other IDS 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs OR one or multiple other IDS 

• One or multiple email domains AND one or multiple other IDs 

• One or multiple email domains OR one or multiple other IDs 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs AND one or multiple email domains AND one or multiple other IDs 

• One or multiple Ringgold IDs OR one or multiple email domains OR one or multiple other IDs 
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If the agreement is in place with multiple institutions, e.g. consortia with centralized billing, you can 
add more institutions, each with their own affiliation information. In the future releases we will use 
these “Institution Names” to report back on how each manuscript matched to the special billing 
profile. If you have a consortia agreement with centralized-billing and want to help that centralized 
entity identify which institutions their funding requests are coming from, then you can use these tools 
to separate each institution into its own named section. 

 

Step 4 - Include a Funder & Funder Identifier(s) (if applicable) 
For agreements which include or are exclusive to a funding body, the funder identifier section works 
the same way. Begin by naming your funder, then select the type of funder ID that will be reflected in 
your manuscript metadata. 
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Putting It All Together 

In the example below, the agreement applies to two institutions: Higher Knowledge University and 
Better Knowledge University. 

In order to match to this profile and have it offered at check-out as a funding option, manuscripts must 
match to one institution or the other.  

Manuscripts will match under “Higher Knowledge University” so long as the metadata has both 
Ringgold ID 159798 AND the author’s email domain = abc.edu. 

Manuscripts will match under “Better Knowledge University” so long as the metadata has both 
Ringgold ID 285696 AND the author’s email domain = xyz.edu. 

 

Adoption of the OA Agreement Manager is required to use this functionality. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss your specific agreements and requirements, please reach out to 
your Account Team. 
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ADDITIONAL TAX INFORMATION ADDED TO OUR EXTERNAL API  
 
In this release we will start storing additional information passed to us from our tax calculation service 
(Avalara) on each transaction. This information will be exposed in the “Get Order Details by Manuscript 
ID” and “Get Transaction Details” methods of our API. Historically, we have used this information to 
apply the correct tax amounts to the order, but with the June release we will store and also expose the 
data back to our publishers via the RightsLink Author API.  
 
Please note that no implementation updates or action is required. 
 
The following information will be stored: 

• TaxLines.Exemption – The exempt amount 
• TaxLines.Taxable – The amount that is taxable 
• TaxLines.Rate – The effective tax rate 
• TaxLines.Tax – The tax amount 
• TaxLines.TaxCalculated – The amount of tax calculated 
• TaxLines.TaxDetails.Taxable – The amount that is taxable 
• TaxLines.TaxDetails.JurisCode - State assigned code identifying the jurisdiction. Note that this 

is not necessarily a unique identifier of the jurisdiction. 

Here is an example JSON response: 
"charges": [{ 
   ... 
   "taxAmount": 20, 
   "netAmount": 2800, 
   "publisherTaxId": "GB123456", 
   "taxInformation": { 
     "exemption": 1001, 
     "taxable": 0, 
     "rate": 0, 
     "tax": 0, 
     "taxCalculated": 0, 
     "taxItems": [ 
        { 
        "country": "US", 
        "region": "NJ", 
        "jurisType": "State", 
        "jurisCode": "34", 
        "taxable": 0, 
        "rate": 0, 
        "tax": 0, 
        "jurisName": "NEW JERSEY", 
        "taxName": "NJ STATE TAX" 
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NEW OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL JOURNAL ID FIELD  
 
There is now a new, optional field in the “Journals” section of our “Manage Configurations” tab in the 
Publisher Portal. This field can be used for a variety of purposes including to associate journals with 
special finance codes in an effort to tie manuscripts and transactions into finance reporting methods. 
This optional ID will be included as a new column in the Transaction Summary Report when an order is 
placed under this journal.  
 
Please note that no implementation updates or action is required. 
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SEVERAL UPDATES TO THE TRANSACTION SUMMARY REPORT 
 
A variety of additions to our transaction summary report will be release. These include: 
 

• Additional Publication ID: The column correlates with the optional additional journal ID 
described above, defined by the publisher. 

• Order Total in USD: This is the total amount of the order converted into US Dollars, so that it 
can be compared with CCC’s distribution, service fees, and taxes, which are calculated in US 
Dollars. 

• Invoice sequence number: This is the invoice sequence number assigned to the transaction, if 
applicable (only if an invoice has been generated). 

• Credit memo sequence number: This is the credit memo sequence number assigned to the 
transaction, if applicable (only if the order was credited and the credit memo has been 
generated). 

• Taxable Address Country: The taxable address as always been part of the transaction summary 
report, but today the entire address resides in a single column. This full address column will 
remain, but to help publishers filter their transactions by taxable address country in Excel, 
we’re adding the country as its own stand-alone column. 

• Taxable Address State: Like the explanation above, we’re adding the taxable address state as a 
stand-alone column for filtering purposes. 

 
We are also updating the way we determine our Author Country column. When we added Taxable 
Address Country as a stand-alone column, as described above, we discovered that the Author Country 
column is reflecting the taxable address country today. We felt this was not actually reflecting the 
column’s name, so moving forward, Author Country will reflect the primary author country passed in 
the manuscript metadata, while the new Taxable Address Country column will reflect the taxable 
address country. 
 
Please note that no implementation updates are required. However, if you are currently using the 
Author Country column in some way, you may want to consider if Taxable Address Country would be 
more appropriate moving forward. 
 
 

“NO CHARGES SELECTED” MESSAGE ADDED TO UI CUSTOM TEXT SETS 
 
Our UI Custom Text functionality allows you to customize the majority of the author’s transaction 
workflow. It was brought to our attention that a certain pop-up message was not customizable, but it 
would be useful if it were. When an author is offered all option charges, and deselects those charges, 
there is an error message which will display. The default text states: “You have not selected any 
charges. Please select a charge to proceed.” 
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Now this message can be customized up to 250 characters (including spaces) using the “UI Custom 
Text’ tools from the “Manage Configurations” tab in the Publisher Portal. It is called the “No Charges 
Selected Error Message” on the Edit Text Set page. 
 
Please note that no implementation updates are required. 
 

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG 
Explore the information trends, changes and challenges facing the industry today. CCC’s Velocity of 
Content takes a fresh look at content. Sign up with your e-mail to receive regular digest updates. 

 

https://www.copyright.com/blog/
https://www.copyright.com/blog/
http://www.copyright.com/subscribe-to-our-blog/


 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


